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 Rel. Stud. 20, pp. 5-I 7

 H. P. OWEN
 Emeritus Professor, King's College, University of London

 MORALITY AND CHRISTIAN THEISM

 The relation between morality and religion has often been discussed.
 However, it is not always recognized that the relation varies greatly
 according to the variety of religions. I shall here be concerned solely with
 Christian theism in its traditional form. I take the latter to signify, essentially,
 belief in a morally perfect Creator who exists in the threefold form of Father,
 Son and Holy Spirit and who, in the person of the Son, became man in Christ
 for our salvation. I thus exclude from consideration all non-theistic accounts
 of God or the Absolute (such as pantheism or process thought). Also I shall
 consider, not simply bare theism of the kind that Christians share with Jews
 and Muslims, but also the distinctively Christian form of theism that is
 generated by distinctively Christian revelation. Many otherwise sound
 descriptions of the relation between morality and theism are defective
 because they fail to consider the distinctively Christian contribution to the
 theistic concept of God and of his relation to the world.
 There are three principles that, I submit, ought to govern our understanding

 of the relation between morality and faith.
 (a) It is necessary to affirm the existence of moral principles and practices

 that theists share with agnostics and that constitute what is called 'natural
 law'. The scope and historical origins of this law at any point of space and
 time cannot be defined with exactitude. It cannot be compressed into the
 form of a detailed and unvarying code. Nevertheless there is an impressive
 area of moral agreement that all theists presuppose in their dealings with
 non-theists. This incontrovertible fact requires Christians to affirm that
 although original sin has impaired it has not destroyed man's innate capacity
 for moral judgment; and, correspondingly, that although the divine image
 in man has been severely scarred by sin it has not been obliterated.

 (b) We cannot claim with certainty that any element in Christian morality
 is wholly distinctive to it and lacks any non-Christian parallel. Here a

 misconception is prevalent among many Christians. They assume that there
 exists a Christian form of morality that can be isolated from all non-Christian
 forms and that is wholly unique. Some Christians further assume that unless
 a uniquely Christian form of morality exists Christianity itself is undermined.
 This view often rests on an identification of Christianity with morality or at
 least on a failure to see that the basis of Christianity, and so of its specific
 character, resides in theological beliefs, not moral precepts. In so far as these
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 6 H. P. OWEN

 precepts are distinctively Christian they are so for the most part, if not
 entirely, on account of their connexion with independently held beliefs
 concerning God and his revelation in Christ.
 (c) We must (as Professor Lewis has resolutely maintained) conserve

 everything that is valid in the concept of moral autonomy. I take this concept
 to signify the following truths. The first is one I have already stated - namely,
 that a large body of moral principles and duties can be recognized by pure
 reason without any illumination from religious faith. However, it is the
 second truth that needs emphasizing yet more strongly. This is that moral
 categories are irreducible to non-moral ones. We cannot validly identify the
 right and the good with any non-moral factor, not even with the will of God
 if this is understood solely in terms of power. And philosophers have good
 reason for warning theologians against committing such an error and so
 falling into a religious exemplification of' the naturalistic fallacy'. This means
 that we cannot legitimately invoke God's will as the basis of the moral life
 unless our interpretation of his will and of the nature that his will expresses
 commends itself to our purely moral insight. In fact this insight sometimes
 compels theists to challenge theological opinions. I here have in mind
 especially the cogent objections that Professor Lewis has brought against the
 concept of corporate responsibility. To these I may add the ways in which
 theologians have criticized some theories of the Atonement in the light of
 moral criteria that are universally acceptable. Lastly, the concept of moral
 autonomy also includes the concept of free will. A person cannot be morally
 obliged to do the good, and so (implicitly if not explicitly) to do God's will,
 unless he is free to choose the good in the face of contrary inclinations.
 Admittedly some theists have endangered moral autonomy either by inter
 preting God's will 'naturalistically' or by subscribing to a doctrine of
 predestination that nullifies free will. Admittedly too some Christians have
 been reluctant to acknowledge moral autonomy because they have feared
 that it threatens belief in God's sovereignty. This fear is groundless. Moral
 autonomy is itself a gift that God bestows on men in order that they should
 respond to him, not by blindly obeying his dictates, but by rationally making
 his will their own and so fulfilling their status as personal (spiritual) creatures.
 At this point it is appropriate to say a word concerning the idea of
 revelation. Christians believe that God has specially revealed his will to them
 in the history of Israel and, supremely, in the life of Christ. Yet (as both
 Catholic and Reformed theologians have come increasingly to realize in
 recent years) the idea of revelation must be interpreted fundamentally in
 personal, not propositional, terms. It signifies primarily God's personal
 self-disclosure to believers and only secondarily, though inevitably, proposi
 tions through which this disclosure is elucidated. If, then, God's will on the
 moral plane is to reveal himself by eliciting our moral insight and so enabling
 us to respond personally to him we must expect that human accounts of his
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 MORALITY AND CHRISTIAN THEISM 7

 revelation will reflect the moral limitations as well as the moral sensitivity
 of those to whom the revelation is given. And this is what we find in the Bible
 (the normative record, propositionally, of God's revelation).
 Furthermore, the existence of moral autonomy makes it invalid for the

 theist to claim that his faith 'justifies' morality. Morality is self-justifying.
 There is no answer to the question 'why ought I to be good?' because the
 question is nonsensical. Certainly the theist can claim that his faith imparts
 ' an ultimate ground' and 'a new significance' to morality; and I shall show
 how this claim is substantiated. Yet the self-justifying (or self-authenticating)
 character of morality remains. The question 'why ought I to participate in
 God's goodness and obey his holy will?' is (if I may so put it) even more
 nonsensical than the purely secular question 'why ought I to be good?'; for
 the first question is an extension and deepening of the second. This fact is
 especially relevant to the concept of a heavenly reward. This reward is
 intrinsic, not extrinsic, to morality. It will be given only to those who desire
 goodness and God who is its source; for the reward is simply the vision of
 God himself.

 However, the second of these principles is the one with which I am
 immediately concerned (although I shall also refer to the first and third).
 The distinctiveness of Christian morality consists in the impact made on it
 by theological beliefs. Theism in general and Christian theism in particular
 do not generate wholly new moral principles or wholly new moral virtues.
 Rather they confer on these principles and virtues what C. H. Dodd called
 a new 'quality' and 'direction'. I suggest that Christian faith transforms
 morality and gives it a distinctive character in the following ways. Of these
 the first is common to all forms of theism. The other ways depend on
 adherence to specifically Christian beliefs.

 (I) The first way is the most obvious one. It is also one to which I have
 already referred. All theists identify duty with obedience to the will of God.
 If we are to avoid the naturalistic fallacy we must have grounds for believing
 that God is good and that he is absolutely so. Within the Judaeo-Christian
 tradition the ultimate ground is the actual experience of God as one who is
 infinite in goodness (or moral holiness) as well as in wisdom and in power.
 This experience has two, complementary, poles. On the one hand God is
 experienced as the source of an absolute moral demand. On the other hand
 he is experienced as one who is infinite in mercy towards repentant sinners.
 Yet the invocation of God's will in a moral context calls for two distinctions
 that are not always made. First, we must distinguish between the formal and
 the material aspects of God's will. Its formal aspect consists in the sheer fact
 of moral obligation. I am convinced that this fact cannot be explained unless
 we attribute obligation to the pressure exerted upon us by the immanent
 activity of a transcendent and holy God. Yet this is a question of natural
 theology into which I do not wish to enter here. For my present purpose it
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 8 H. P. OWEN

 is enough to observe (what is incontestable) that the formal characteristic
 of Biblical ethics consists in the identification of the 'categorical imperative'
 of the moral law with the creative and redemptive will of God. So far as the
 material aspect, the content, of God's will is concerned we must distinguish
 between general and particular prescriptions. Theists can be certain of the
 basic principles and virtues that God requires of them, and indeed be
 certain, in innumerable instances, of the ways in which these principles ought
 to be embodied. Nevertheless, in complex or novel situations theists,
 including Christians, are sometimes uncertain of this embodiment. Also in
 these situations theists, again including Christians, sometimes disagree with
 each other. Both the uncertainty and the disagreement are often inevitable;
 for often our moral insight is partial, obscure and coloured by prejudices or
 emotions of which we may be unaware. Yet even here the concept of God's
 will is materially applicable in so far as it is always his will that we should
 obey our consciences even when (as we may later come to see) our moral
 judgments are defective. At the same time this fact must be put in the total
 context of theistic faith. The theist must always pray for a deeper
 understanding of God's will through God's illumination of his moral insight.
 And he must pray for this, not only in the problematical situations of which
 I have been speaking, but in all situations where he could fail to perceive
 the good or at any rate the best through inadvertence or selfishness.
 I suggest that the whole question of God's will in relation to morality has
 been needlessly complicated. We must begin with the belief that God's will
 wholly expresses his nature and that his nature is wholly good. He is
 everything that Plato meant by saying that the ultimate reality is Goodness
 in an absolute form. We must next interpret his goodness in terms of an
 outgoing love that includes a desire for us to enjoy fellowship with him by
 the exercise of the moral insight he has granted to us. Hence there cannot
 be any conflict between moral autonomy and the obligatory force of his will.
 There is no inconsistency in holding both that it is our duty to obey his will
 and that this obedience is possible only by conformity to such moral criteria
 as are available to us.1 On all this all theists can agree. But Christianity adds
 a new dimension to which I now turn.
 (2) For Christians the supreme revelation of God's will is Christ as the
 incarnate Son. Here it is important to distinguish between the teaching of
 Christ and his person (although of course the two are inseparable). It is
 natural for many people to think primarily of Christ's teaching. Obviously
 this has a unique authority if he was God's incarnation. Yet three interrelated
 points must be noted in the light of what I have already said. First, Christ's
 teaching, supernaturally authoritative though it is, does not remove the fact

 1 On the view that the identification of moral claims with God's will is compatible with belief in moral
 autonomy see further (to give two recent philosophical examples) Keith Ward's The Divine Image (London,
 1976, pp. Iog-I 2) and P. L. Quinn's Divine Commands and Moral Requirements (Oxford, I978,
 pp.- i6o).
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 MORALITY AND CHRISTIAN THEISM 9

 of moral autonomy. The logic of the matter here is invincible. If God reveals
 his will to us by eliciting our moral insight as a means of our achieving a
 personal relation with him, and ifJesus perfectly embodied God's will, then
 Jesus must have appealed to this insight as a condition of discipleship. His
 whole method of teaching shows that he did appeal to it. Moreover, parts
 of his teaching (for example, the parable of the Good Samaritan) can be
 included within the natural law and so are acceptable to all men of good
 will. Secondly, Christ's moral teaching was expressed in the enunciation of
 general principles rather than detailed precepts. We are left to apply these
 principles to various situations in the light of our own moral reasoning and
 intuition. It has been suggested that the importance Jesus attached to love
 of one's neighbour provides us with a criterion for moral choice. Clearly
 according toJesus love is one criterion. But the nature of this love still needs
 to be defined; and its concrete modes of application depend on a person's
 own judgment. Thirdly there are many moral problems (especially those of
 a peculiarly modern type) that Jesus did not, and in terms of his human
 consciousness could not, envisage.
 In any case the purely moral exhortations of Jesus, important and

 challenging though they are in their own right and, still more, in terms of
 their divine authority, are not self-sufficient. Even within his own teaching
 they are religiously conditioned in so far as they are, implicitly if not always
 explicitly, related to his own experience of God and to his own awareness
 of his redemptive mission. Thus in the Sermon on the Mount he commands
 love of one's neighbour as a way of imitating divine perfection. Again his
 whole life was governed by the conviction that he embodied God's Kingdom
 or Reign in his person and work; so that for him obedience to God's will
 was identifiable with becoming his disciple. This fact is acutely illustrated
 by his teaching on self-denial or self-renunciation. He does not commend
 self-denial merely as an act of moral discipline; he does not commend it even
 solely on the theistic ground that it is necessary for communion with God;
 he commends it as an inevitable ingredient in discipleship. 'Whoever will
 come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross and follow me.
 For whoever will save his life shall lose it; but whoever shall lose his life for
 my sake and the gospel's, the same shall save it.'
 Within the faith of the apostolic church (as this is represented by the

 epistles of the New Testament) the christocentric nature of morality assumes
 the threefold pattern of imitation, response and participation. This pattern
 has persisted throughout the subsequent centuries. Christian goodness
 consists in the imitation of Christ, response to God's saving activity in him
 and participation in his risen life.
 First, then, there is the imitation of Christ. Clearly this has its limits. No

 one can strictly reduplicate the details of another person's life; and even if
 he could do so the resultant form of morality would lack all freedom and
 creativity. In particular no one can reduplicate either Christ's specifically
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 messianic experience of temptation or the moral perfection that enabled him
 to emerge victorious. Rather we are called to imitate, as far as possible, his
 virtues - his gentleness, patience, compassion and (as he himself commanded)
 self-renunciation in obedience to God's will. Secondly, there is the element
 of response. Our imitation of the human Christ is determined by our response
 to God's redemptive action in him. The cause of goodness in Christians is
 the knowledge that they are forgiven sinners, and that God's forgiveness has
 been made effective for them by the revelation of his love in Christ. Paul put
 it thus in his epistle to the Romans. Having described in chapters i-I I our
 salvation through Christ he says at the beginning of chapter 12: 'I appeal to
 you, therefore, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as
 a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual
 worship'. The Johannine writings say the same thing more simply by
 affirming that we ought to love because God in Christ has first loved us.
 To 'imitation' and 'response' we must add 'participation'. Through the

 Holy Spirit Christians are called to share in the life of the exalted Christ and
 thereby to imitate his character. The Spirit unites us with the Son in the Son's
 self-offering to the Father. In this unifying activity he takes everything that
 is good in the sphere of our moral values and transforms it after the image
 of Christ and by the power of Christ's own life. The Spirit's activity cannot
 be isolated for human inspection. It is known only through its human effects.
 Among these are a supernatural illumination of moral insight, a supernatural
 strengthening of the moral will and a supernatural gift whereby moral actions
 come to possess a spontaneity that they would otherwise lack. Yet in all these
 ways the Spirit enhances, not suppresses, our moral faculties in congruence
 with moral autonomy and according to the rule that 'grace perfects, not
 destroys, nature'. The moral illumination must become our own; the
 strengthening of our wills is by our free consent; and such moral spontaneity
 as we achieve is in proportion to our resoluteness in choosing between good
 and evil by an exercise of the moral freedom that God has granted us and
 that even original sin has not effaced.
 (3) There is (as I have indicated in speaking of our response to and

 participation in God's saving activity through Christ) the whole area of
 supernatural reality indicated by the term 'grace'. This term expresses a
 crucial difference between Christian goodness and goodness of every other
 kind. The Christian does not attempt to achieve his ideals by his own powers
 alone. He relies constantly on God's grace. 'Grace' has been much discussed;
 and I cannot enter into an adequate account of it here. But I take it to signify
 the generosity of God, first in offering us the free forgiveness of our sins
 through the revelation of his love in Christ; and secondly in offering us a
 share in Christ's own life through the indwelling power of the Holy Spirit.
 The fact of forgiveness gives us a clue to the meaning of 'justification' with
 which 'grace' is often associated. To say that we are justified by grace is to
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 MORALITY AND CHRISTIAN THEISM II

 say that, even as sinners, we are restored to a right relationship with God,
 not by our own merits, but by God's unmerited mercy embodied in Christ.
 Yet grace does not destroy free will or exempt us from moral effort. The
 supposed conflict between grace and free will - a conflict that has beset the
 Western, but not the Eastern, Church - is erroneous. God always offers
 himself to us by cooperating with our free response. Also our sanctification
 cannot be achieved without moral effort. The necessity for both free choice
 and moral effort within the Christian life was affirmed by Paul in spite of
 his constant insistence that Christian goodness is an unmerited gift. He sums
 it up thus in writing to the Philippians: 'Work out your own salvation with
 fear and trembling; for God is at work in you, both to will and to work for
 his good pleasure'. Paul's affirmation that divine grace coexists with human
 effort is grounded in the teaching of Jesus himself. This co-existence has
 sometimes been called a 'paradox'. However, there is nothing paradoxical
 in it. On the contrary it perfectly exemplifies in a wholly intelligible manner
 the personal character of all God's dealings with his human creatures.
 (4) There is the eschatological perspective. This has many aspects of which

 these are outstanding. First, the end of man is the vision of God eternally
 in the life to come. In moral terms this means that the emphasis must be,
 not on doing, but on being, and on being with reference to contemplation.
 Praxis is a means to theoria although in this case, as in many other lesser cases,
 the means and the end cannot be disjoined. What we are determines what
 we shall be; and what we shall be will determine our capacity, or our lack
 of it, to behold God 'face to face'. Another closely connected, and indeed
 entailed, fact is this. In view of our eternal destiny and of our present life
 as a journey to it we are obliged to view this life and our moral aims within
 it as having no more than penultimate validity. Here, as elsewhere,
 Christianity coincides formally with Platonism in the belief that, as the author
 of the epistle to the Hebrews puts it, 'here we have no lasting city but we
 seek a city that is to come'. This other-worldly perspective becomes more
 complex when it is seen in the light of the contrast that pervades the New
 Testament between the 'realized' and the 'futurist' elements in Christian
 eschatology. The Kingdom both has come and is yet to come. The future
 ' aion ' of everlasting perfection has entered history among believers through
 the incarnate Lord who conquered all evil by his death and resurrection; but
 it co-exists with this 'aion' to which Christians still belong; and it will not
 be established among all mankind until Christ's last parousia at the end of
 history. It is the futurist, the unfulfilled, element in Christian eschatology
 that I now wish to stress. This has at least three moral implications. First, we
 cannot expect to establish God's Kingdom in the secular sphere by a simple
 application of Christ's moral teaching or of his redemptive ministry as the
 suffering Servant of the Lord. The Sermon on the Mount does not provide
 a manifesto for a this-worldly Utopia. Secondly, therefore, the Christian has
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 special reasons for refusing to identify his moral aims with the advancement
 of any political or cultural ideals even if he thinks that they are consonant
 with Christian principles. Finally, the futurist strain in Christian eschatology
 means that the inner source and motive power of Christian morality is
 concealed from the world. 'Your life', Paul tells the Colossians, 'is hid with
 Christ in God. When Christ, who is our life, shall appear then you also shall
 appear with him in glory.' Paul then proceeds to give a specimen of his moral
 teaching.
 (5) There is the fact of the Church, considered in its non-denominational

 essence as the people of God and the Body of Christ. When I first studied
 the New Testament I was both surprised and disconcerted to discover that
 so often the apostolic writers state their moral exhortations in the form of
 duties that Christians owe, not to the world, but to their fellow-members of
 the Church. My reaction was theologically defective. Because the Church
 is the primary sphere of God's self-communication it is (or ought to be) the
 sphere in which the moral life of Christianity is primarily expressed. The love
 that Christians show to each other is meant to be both an example to secular
 society and, yet more profoundly, an anticipatory sign of the love that will
 suffuse mankind at the end of history. 'Charity begins at home' is a maxim
 that is as applicable to supernatural as it is to natural existence. Yet if it truly
 begins there it cannot, by an impetus of its own nature, stop there. It is
 potentially universal, with the universality that characterizes the love of God
 himself. Moreover, Christian love must be shown beyond the Church, not
 only in individual relations, but also, as far possible, within those secular
 institutions to which Christians, as members of ' this age' as well as 'the age
 to come', still belong.
 In these ways, then, Christian faith imparts an ultimate ground (namely,
 the ultimate reality of God himself) and, thereby, a new significance to
 morality. I shall now state three forms of the impact that this theistic type
 of morality makes on our moral attitudes.
 First, Christian theism requires us to affirm that the essence of morality
 does not consist in the performance of disconnected duties or in actions
 directed towards establishing a desirable state of affairs. Certainly it includes
 these; but they do not express its core. The latter consists in the formation of
 moral character. What finally matters is not the ever-unpredictable effects
 of our actions, but our intentions and motives, proceeding from an orientation
 of character, in acting. Yet the Christian is not committed to the slavish
 imitation of a static ideal or to an egocentric and perhaps priggish programme
 of self-improvement. His ideal is that Christ should be 'formed' in him by
 the Holy Spirit in the unrepeatable conditions of his own life. And the
 awareness that this formation depends on grace nullifies egocentricity. The
 mainspring of Christian goodness consists in our love for God in response to
 his love for us revealed in Christ. Many forms of ethics have rested on the
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 MORALITY AND CHRISTIAN THEISM 1 3
 perception that the heart of morality consists in the achievement of personal
 goodness (however this is conceived). The ideal of 'the good man' has
 constantly haunted the human race. Christianity provides the ideal with a
 perfect embodiment in Christ as God incarnate. And thereby it confers on
 the pursuit of goodness a wholly new motivation. Thus while Plato held that
 personal goodness was derived from an 'imitation of' and even 'participation
 in', the Forms of value culminating in the Form of the Good he had no
 concept of a personal Creator who would confer goodness on his human
 creatures by evoking their response to his love in becoming one of them.

 Secondly, faith in Christian revelation and assent to the dogmas evolved
 from the apostolic response to it entail an emphasis on particular virtues.
 Among these I need mention only two: love and humility. I have already
 given divine love as the ground of Christian goodness. I am now concerned
 with this love's human implications. These were affirmed clearly by Jesus
 himself. In all his personal relations the Christian is one who renounces all
 selfish claims; who refuses to take revenge; and who is prepared to forgive
 any offences committed against him. And the Christian is prepared to do
 all this out of love for Christ who mediated to him God's free forgiveness of
 his sins. With this goes humility. In humility, I think, we reach the most
 distinctive ingredient in the Christian character. Christian humility cannot
 be reduced to natural modesty (even when this is interpreted in terms of a
 reluctance to claim much for one's moral achievements). It cannot even be
 equated with the theist's natural self-abasement before God as the mysterium
 tremendum. It stems from the realization, so poignantly described by Augustine,
 that we are saved by the humility of God in living a human life and dying
 a human death for our sake.
 My third observation is based on a fact that is increasingly recognized by

 the secular conscience. This fact embraces the whole matter of 'human
 rights'. A characteristically modern insight into the natural law consists in
 an awareness of the rights - personal, economic and political - that inhere
 in each individual. Yet how can we justify these rights? I doubt whether we
 can do so in secular terms. When we contemplate the moral mediocrity of
 so many people - a mediocrity we often find reflected in ourselves - we
 cannot say that they always merit the claim that, nevertheless, they exert
 upon us. We can, however, justify this claim if we believe that all persons
 are created and potentially redeemed by God and destined for eternal life
 with him; so that (in A. M. Farrer's words) 'what claims our regard is not
 simply our neighbour, but God in our neighbour and our neighbour in God '.'
 At any rate it is certain that Christian theism adds a wholly new dimension
 to, and provides a wholly new ground for, those natural rights that all men
 are capable of perceiving. In particular Christians have special reasons for
 resisting any tendency to regard individuals solely or even mainly in terms

 1 Faith and Logic (London, 1957, p. 26).
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 of their sex, race or social class. For the same reasons they must resist any
 tendency to subordinate the well-being of individuals to the supposed
 interests of a secular society (e.g. a totalitarian state). The only society for
 which God finally destines us is the supernatural society of the Church as
 the Body of Christ in which all natural distinctions are transcended.
 So far I have been concerned with the relation between theism and the
 primary data of moral experience. I shall now say something about its
 relation to moral theory. Practical morality and theoretical ethics cannot be
 totally separated; for moral practice always includes some degree of reflection
 and interpretation. Nevertheless there is a large body of pure reflection on
 moral practice and moral language. This goes by the name of 'moral
 philosophy' or sometimes simply 'ethics'. It attempts to answer such
 questions as these. What is the meaning of moral concepts (such as 'rightness'
 and 'goodness') ? Can we construct an order of priority in these concepts?
 Can we state categories or criteria that present a unifying vision of the moral
 life and so provide a goal for moral effort? In the light of what I have said
 concerning moral autonomy it should be obvious that in my view moral
 philosophy is compatible with theism. If, in a theistic (as in any other)
 context, moral terms have their own validity, reflection on them must also
 have its own validity. Moreover moral philosophy is necessary in so far as
 the theist has a special duty to bring the maximum degree of rationality to
 bear on the conduct of his life.
 The impact of theistic faith on moral philosophy (as on moral experience)
 is varied and subtle. Sometimes it is implicit and barely detectable. At other
 times it is explicit to the point of being controversial. In general I think that
 it takes these forms. It adds a distinctive emphasis to arguments produced
 by purely ethical reflection; it enables us to establish new connexions between
 moral concepts; and it corrects what are, from its own standpoint, errors in
 ethical thinking. The last of these forms requires explanation. Such a
 correction may seem to violate the principle of autonomy that I have been
 anxious to defend. However, no violation occurs in the cases I envisage. Valid
 correction occurs only when a moral theorist moves beyond the pure analysis
 of moral terms and offers a moral programme or goal that is contrary to the
 theistic view of man and his destiny. Any purely moral terms or any purely
 moral trains of reasoning that the theist employs in the statement of his view
 are autonomous. I shall illustrate these observations from the questions raised
 by moral philosophy that I mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The order
 I shall adopt is one that I have chosen because it suits my present purpose.
 It does not correspond to any chronological sequence in the history of ideas.
 (i) The primary question within the purely analytical branch of moral

 philosophy is whether the objective or the subjective interpretation of moral
 terms is correct. The crucial term is 'goodness'. According to the objective
 interpretation to say that X is 'good' is to attribute to X a quality (even
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 if an indefinable one) that inheres in X quite as much as any other
 characteristic inheres in it. According to the subjective interpretation to say
 that X is good merely expresses our approval of X. I am convinced that purely
 ethical reasons can be given for preferring the objective interpretation (at
 any rate when goodness is applied to persons). My only point now is that
 these reasons are reinforced by theistic faith. It is surely impossible to reduce
 the statement 'God is good' to the statement 'I approve of God' or 'I
 commend him' - or to any expression of my attitude towards him. Certainly
 when the believer says that God is good he means to express his praise and
 worship of God, but only because God is praiseworthy and worshipful. But
 the chief theistic reason for rejecting ethical subjectivism is that the latter
 excludes the deontological language that pervades Judaeo-Christian theism.
 Throughout the Bible God is represented as possessing a holy (morally
 perfect) will that exerts an absolute claim upon his human creatures and that
 is objectively known by spiritual intuition.

 (ii) In this century British philosophers have often been concerned with
 the relation between 'rightness' and 'goodness' and with the question
 whether one has priority over the other. Those who emphasize rightness
 advocate a deontological type of ethics while those who emphasize goodness
 advocate a teleological type: Theistic ethics includes both types in due
 proportion. I have already drawn attention to the deontological strain in
 Bibilical ethics. On the score of this strain Hebraic morality is often
 contrasted with the teleological ethics of Greek philosophy. However, the
 Biblical writers also prescribe the pursuit of goodness as the ultimate goal
 of the moral life. The supreme, all-inclusive, command of the Mosaic law
 is that God's people should be holy as he is holy. And the whole of New
 Testament ethics can be included within the aim of imitating the divine
 perfection incarnated in Christ. Within the theistic morality of the Bible
 action sub specie recti and action sub specie boni imply each other. On the one
 hand, conformity to God's will entails the attempt to imitate his goodness.
 On the other hand, his goodness, above all his self-diffusing goodness
 expressed in his love for us in Christ, imposes the greatest conceivable
 obligation.

 (iii) Moral philosophers have sometimes attempted to provide a maxim
 or principle that will constitute an over-all view of morality. The extent to
 which any such attempt is compatible with Christian morality will depend
 (as I have said) on the extent to which it is compatible with a Christian view
 of man; and the extent to which it is compatible will depend partly on the
 degree to which it is specified and partly on the degree to which it is
 influenced by non-theistic presuppositions. The most obvious example is
 classical Utilitarianism according to which right actions are those that bring
 the greatest happiness to the greatest number. Now, let us make every
 concession to this principle. Let us assume that 'happiness' is defined in the
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 morally most commendable terms. Let us further assume that the creation
 of happiness is not (as in 'naturalistic fallacy') identified with the good but
 regarded as a sufficient criterion of it. The utilitarian principle would then
 be worthy of consideration. Clearly it is our duty - and a duty we often forget
 in concentrating on other claims - to make people happy in obvious senses
 of' happy' that do not require philosophically sophisticated analysis. Clearly,
 too, the utilitarian principle is not overtly incompatible with theism in the
 sense that by the very terms of reference it presupposes (as Marxist ethics
 presuppose) a view of man that is overtly atheistic. Yet it conflicts with the
 Christian view of man in so far as it presupposes that the creation of
 happiness, in a recognizably uniform mode, is the final aim of moral action;
 that happiness can be evaluated without consideration of God; and that it
 can be adequately obtained within the confines of this world.
 The point I especially want to make is that the Christian rejection of
 utilitarianism does not violate moral autonomy. 'I ought to pursue my
 happiness and the happiness of others in the light of God and eternity' is
 entirely compatible with the non-derivability of morality from non-moral
 factors in two respects. First, God's desire for our eternal happiness is the
 supreme good in purely moral, as well as in teleological, terms. Secondly,
 the irreducible character of 'ought' remains. Moreover, although 'ought'
 can never be derived, or at least never derived wholly, from 'is' where 'is'
 lacks moral evaluation, any over-all moral theory of life is bound to involve
 a correspondingly over-all view of man and his destiny. And the assessment
 of the latter view in any of its forms is bound to involve metaphysical
 considerations that exceed, while including, ethical judgments.
 Reflection on the utilitarian principle leads to a further topic that I have
 already mentioned, and that falls within the spheres of moral pactice and
 moral theory alike. This concerns the place of rules in morality. By a rule
 I mean, not a general principle or maxim, but a concrete statement of an
 action that is right or wrong in all circumstances. It is notoriously difficult
 to construct such rules by purely rational reflection. Yet even faith does not
 resolve the difficulty. Certainly Christians can join with non-Christians in
 constructing some rules that are usually applicable; so that exceptions to them
 can be justified only on the strongest grounds. However, even Christian
 revelation does not provide rules that cover every conceivable situation or
 that immediately dispel rationally based moral disagreement. Let us take,
 as a test case, the destruction of human life. Obviously the Christian has
 special reasons for prohibiting the destruction of human life in all normal
 circumstances. Yet there are no grounds in Christian theology for affirming
 that it is never right to destroy human life. Also there is no revealed rule for
 determining which (if any) of the morally possible exceptions to the rule
 are valid. In such cases the Christian can only strive, in cooperation with
 all men of good will, to seek such solutions as commend themselves to his
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 moral insight. This fact is simply an acute exemplification of the truth that
 God confers moral autonomy on us in order that we may enjoy a fully
 personal relationship with him. Furthermore when Christians who share the
 same theological axioms disagree in such cases they are under a special
 obligation to acquiesce in such disagreement with mutual respect, patience
 and charity.

 In conclusion, and in the light of what I have said, I shall offer one general
 observation and state two complementary principles. The observation is this.
 On the purely moral plane it is impossible to distinguish sharply between
 Christian and non-Christian judgments concerning the right and the good.
 There are too many blurred edges; and the moral tradition of the Western
 world is too complex. Certainly we can call some moral precepts and virtues
 distinctively Christian in so far as they are derived from the teaching of Christ
 or from our apprehension of God's revelation in him. Yet we can rarely if
 ever call them exclusively Christian in the sense that they cannot to any
 degree be understood and appropriated by non-Christians or even non-theists
 (except of course when they have an overtly and exclusively religious
 reference). Even when Christians derive moral judgments from theological
 beliefs the judgments can often be endorsed by agnostics. Conversely
 Christians, and theists generally, often arrive at moral judgments in the light
 of the natural law. This difficulty in distinguishing between Christian and
 non-Christian elements in moral experience need not distress or embarrass
 Christians; for Christ, as the incarnate Word, came to fulfil all the moral
 wisdom that, as the creative Word, he instilled in mankind.

 The complementary principles are these. On the one hand we cannot set
 a priori limits to the moral agreement that is possible between Christians and
 agnostics. We cannot do so because the Word who became man in Christ
 is the same Word by whom all things were created and who illumines all
 by his interior light - a light that, manifestly, original sin has not quenched.
 On the other hand it is impossible to exaggerate either the degree to which
 Christian faith transforms morality or the spiritual significance of this
 transformation. The operation of supernatural grace within the soul elevates

 moral goodness into holiness or sanctity. And whereas the exterior effects of
 holiness can sometimes be recognized by an agnostic its inner reality can be
 discerned only by a person who is himself holy or who at least desires holiness
 for the sake of the holy God from whom it proceeds.
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